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May 1, 2023 

Evan Spiegel  
Co-Founder and CEO, Snap Inc. 
2772 Donald Douglas Loop North  
Santa Monica, CA 90405 

Re: Snapchat named to the 2023 Dirty Dozen List for continued 

sexual exploitation and abuse, especially of minors 

Dear Mr. Spiegel, 

We write to inform you that Snapchat will once again be named to 
the annual Dirty Dozen List featuring 12 mainstream 
contributors to sexual exploitation and abuse. The list will be 
revealed May 2.  

Since its inception more than a decade ago, Snapchat has served as a 
hub for predators seeking to contact, groom, and abuse kids, as 
Snapchat’s very design of disappearing messages and secrecy make it 
an attractive platform to those who desire to harm children. In fact, 
when we ask law enforcement, survivors, lawyers, and other child 
online safety experts which platforms they believe are the most 
dangerous for children, without fail, Snapchat is named in the top 
three – and is often cited as the worst. 

Several recent reports from the US and abroad sadly show Snap to be 
extremely unsafe: 

Þ #1 parent-reported platform for sharing of child-sex abuse 
material (Parents Together, April 2023) 
Þ #1 platform where most minors reported having an online 
sexual interaction  (Thorn Report, February 2023) 
Þ #2 highest platform used for sextortion (Snapchat 38%, 
Instagram 42% – “by far the most frequently used social media 
environments where victims were targeted” – Canadian Centre for 
Child Protection, August 2022) 
Þ #3 for platforms on which minor users reported having a sexual 
experience with an adult (Thorn Report, February 2023) 
Þ #3 parent-reported platform for sexually explicit requests to 
children (Parents Together, April 2023) 
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Þ Second most popular social media platform (excluding Twitter and dedicated pornography sites) 
where children were “most likely to have seen pornography” (UK Children’s Commissioner, January 
2023) 

Þ Among the highest rates of parent-reported exposure to inappropriate sexual content (Parents 
Together, April 2023) 

A simple Google Search will reveal multitudes of news stories related to grooming and child sex abuse 
on Snap, as well as stories of drug-dealing, suicide ideation, eating disorder content, severe bullying, 
etc. that have severely harmed children and even led to their deaths…. 

Children like Selena Rodriguez, who became addicted to Snapchat at the age of nine. By the age of eleven, 
Selena’s feverish engagement on your app had escalated to her regularly talking with older men and sending 
them sexually explicit images of herself.  

The explicit images, which were child sexual abuse material (CSAM), were shared publicly. They were seen 
by people in Selena’s school, leading to her being severely bullied.  

Selena fell into depression. And eventually, this young girl committed suicide.  

What does Snapchat say to the survivors and the parents whose children have suffered and even died as a 
direct result of using your product?  

How is it possible that Snapchat has not done everything possible to prevent another tragedy, another child 
being hurt on and by your platform? 

Child safety advocates fail to understand how despite the multitudes of lawsuits (for sex trafficking, drug-
related deaths, dangerous challenges, severe bullying leading to suicide, and other serious harms) and 
numerous reports showing Snap to be among the most dangerous – if not the most dangerous – app for 
children, at a time when exploitation has been steadily increasing for years and is now at an all-time high, 
Snap has not undergone radical reform at a pace commensurate to the gravity of the harms on your platform. 

Instead, Snap continues to roll out risky features (and even lie about them as evidenced here and here). Just a 
few weeks ago Snap’s My AI was released without warning and was quickly exposed for giving advice to a 
researcher posing as a 13-year-old about how to have sex with a 31-year-old they met through Snapchat! Did 
Snap think that saying “sorry in advance” with a lengthy disclaimer somehow excused any potential harm to 
children by this experimental product that clearly wasn’t ready to be unleashed on minors? MyAI should 
NOT be available to minors at all (a sentiment more and more parents are sharing). See screenshot later in 
letter of MyAI advising young teen that only she can decide when to have sex; despite US federal law setting 
age of consent at 18. 

After placing Snapchat on the 2016, 2017, and 2018 Dirty Dozen Lists for Snapcash and other harms, we 
moved Snap to the DDL Watchlist for 2019, 2020, and 2021 after Snapcash was abandoned and 
pornography and sexually explicit content was not as easily found in Discover. After Snap was brought to 
testify in front of Congress in the fall of 2021 and made promises that substantive improvements were 
coming to Snap, we watched what would happen in 2022... Despite frustrations that progress was coming 
too slowly, we tried to remain patient and optimistic as some changes were indeed introduced. 

We have assessed the changes made in 2022 and find them grossly insufficient. 
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NCOSE, a small nonprofit, has given your company countless unpaid hours in the past several years – and a 
significant amount of time in 2022 – consulting with and advising various Snap departments on product 
development and policies related to child online safety. We’ve provided visual evidence, shared our research 
and experience, pressure-tested policies and products to identify gaps, loopholes, and inconsistencies, 
elevated caregiver’s and children’s concerns, offered to connect Snapchat with survivors and law 
enforcement (an offer Snap never accepted), etc.  

Snap has lost its grace period with NCOSE. We are done applauding Snap for snails-pace “progress” when 
so many children continue to be harmed. Therefore, we will be redoubling our efforts to ensure 
policymakers, the press, and the general public (especially parents) fully understand and are moved to 
address the risks Snap poses to young people. 

The Most Dangerous Areas of Snapchat Remain Unchanged 

The riskiest section of Snapchat, the Chat, has seen no substantive reform – or at least not any that have 
been announced publicly or that our researchers have noticed. And the evidence listed earlier in this letter 
supports this assessment. Chat, or the “Snaps,” are where children are most often harmed: it’s where the 
child sexual abuse material is captured and shared, it’s where the grooming and the sextortion happens. Snap 
could be taking basic, common sense measures like proactively blocking sexually explicit content being sent 
to and from minors. It could be blurring sexually explicit content sent to adults, something dating app 
Bumble has as a default.  

Furthermore, risky features like recently released MyAI, Snap Map and Live Location, See Me in Quick 
Add, and My Eyes Only (which has been long called out by child safety advocates and police as a tool for 
keeping child sexual abuse material), continue to be available to minors. Why? We can only surmise that 
Snap leaves kids at risk because it’s profitable. 

Privileged Kids Have More Protections on Snapchat 

Instead of making Snapchat inherently safer by turning all the highest safety settings on by default, 
removing risky features, and making all safety tools available to all minors, you shifted most of the burden 
onto already overwhelmed caregivers by releasing Family Center (a tool we have determined is largely 
ineffective). Available safety features are not even defaulted in Family Center, so parents need to turn them 
on. Perhaps most inexplicably, the safety features offered in Family Center (like Content Controls) are 
not offered to all minors (even kids linked to Family Center need their parents to turn on safety features). So 
it’s the kids who have the privilege of involved, informed, tech-savvy parents…or any parents at all 
(the ones least likely at risk to begin with) that get most protections on Snap. 

We’d really like an explanation for Snap’s decisions to protect some kids, but not others. 

We’re also curious what percentage of minor users are linked to Family Center? 

Searches For Information and Resources on Sexual Exploitation Surface Sexual Exploitation and 
Graphic Content 

Snap’s Here For You section thankfully provides information and resources to users on pervasive harms on 
Snapchat such as bullying, suicide ideation, eating disorders, etc. Family Center resources are available for 
“mental health and other issues, including stress, anxiety, depression, drugs, bullying, suicidal thoughts, and 
much more.” In-app searches related to those topics point to additional resources. This is important given 
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that research suggests that Gen Z is using apps like Snapchat, Instagram, and TikTok even more than Google 
Search. 

But there is next to no information related to sexual exploitation and abuse (we only found information when 
searching “sexual assault” and “rape.”  

In fact, if a teenager is looking up issues related to sexual exploitation, perhaps trying to grapple with a 
possibly dangerous situation herself – this is what surfaces:  
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When NCOSE researcher posing as a teen clicked Sex 
Without Climax (bottom option to the left), she was 
taken through a video by an OnlyFans creator who 
could only climax when masturbating. She describes in 
detail how she started masturbating at age 10 and was 
learning how to pleasure herself by watching 
pornography. She shares that it wasn’t until she started 
BDSM (Bondage and Discipline, Dominance and 
Submission, Sadomasochism and Masochism) that she 
could start climaxing. This “story” was interspersed 
with ads for Discover Card, Starbucks, Coach, Purdue 
University. 

Screenshots taken April 22, 2023 (different time stamp 
as viewed several times to capture different shots) 
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Getting these images and accounts when typing in “sex abuse” and other sexual crime searches could be 
extremely triggering to someone looking for resources if they were the victim of these types of crimes. 
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Nu-des6 (image on the right above) led to more prostitution sites with graphic pornography. 
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Recent “Improvements” Are Inadequate, Messaging is Misleading 

Snap announced several safety measures in 2022. NCOSE has assessed and tested the primary changes 
Snapchat rolled out around improved child safety – in particular Family Center – and have found 
them to be grossly inadequate – and arguably even dangerous as they give parents and the public a false 
sense of safety, security, care, and concern for your young users.  

We’ve also noticed mutliple instances of misleading, inaccurate information from Snap to parents. 

NCOSE has shared with your team our assessments of the changes Snap has made and pointed out the 
multiple instances of misleading information verbally and in writing. However, we’d like to outline them 
again here.  

We’ve taken several of Snapchat’s claims, screenshoted them below, and then included a small sampling of 
screenshots from a fake teen account set up by one of our researchers to test the accuracy of Snapchat’s 
statements. Below you will find examples taken from the teen account when unconnected to Family Center 
and also when the child account is connected to Family Center. (Note to reader: the original letter sent to 
Snapchat stated the fake account was set to that of a 14-year-old, when in fact all the screenshots in the 

Even MyAI admits Snap doesn’t offer 
resources on sexual exploitation and abuse 
– which are pervasive ON Snapchat – nor 
does it offer possible resources or 
organizations someone could turn to for 
help. 
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letter were actually an account set to 15 or 16 year old account. NCOSE informed Snapchat of thi mistake. 
Important to note that there is not difference between content or controls for a 13 and 14-year-old or a 15, 
16, 17-year-old.) 

Screenshots of Snap’s claims come from the Parent’s Guide section “Protections for Snapchatters Under 
18.” 

Snap Tells Parents: 
 

 
 
Snap Shows Child:  
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Snap Tells Parents: 
 

 

We appreciate Snapchat heeding our request to prevent minors from changing their birthday multiple times 
(by the way, the note to parents above should say birth year – the day can still be changed). 

“Content” is very vague. Snap certainly does not age-gate Chat and Stories – where the most troubling, even 
criminal content thrives. Our fake teen account accessed the “Story” below that showed a video of graphic 
sex on Friday, April 28 – a video that an adult man posted on Stories of him having intercourse (NOTE: this 
story was not visible on his public profile “Stories” section, but did show up in child’s “Stories” section – 
which parents are prevented from seeing even with Family Center). 

Snap Shows Child: 

The user below is clearly an adult male and his username is common slang for an older man who provides 
younger women with weed in exchange for sex. His Story, which contained mutliple exteremly graphic 
videos of intercourse, appeared in teen’s “Story area,” but not in sender’s public Stories profile (so parents 
would not be able to see the Story if they checked the adult account holder’s public profile).  
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Snap Tells Parents: 
 

  
 
Snap Shows Child:  

Here’s some more apparently age-gated and vetted content that our teen account was served within minutes 
of opening Stories and Spotlight (these are some of the most benign images) 
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Notice that the video was taken from TikTok (“stepbrother” proceeds to gyrate against her). 

 

  
At one point the girls on the left put their hands over their genitals. The boy is holding panties. The video on 
the right was or was supposed to look like she was having intercourse. 

We also have screenshots of:  

Þ A joke shared by a young girl asking what’s the difference between a girl and a mosquito … a 
mosquito will “stop sucking after you slap it.” 

Þ A young girl squirting a substance that looked like ejaculate into her mouth. 
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Þ Graphic insinuation that a girl had used exercise equipment to masturbate. 
Þ Video of a man looking like he’s masturbating in a fast-food kitchen (back to video, pants down) and 

then someone being handed a burger covered in what looks like ejaculate. 
Þ A close-up video of a man jiggling his private area while wearing short, loose shorts. 

Snap recently released Content Controls in Family Center so parents could theoretically block the “vetted” 
content like the videos above their children could access on Stories, Discover, and Spotlight.  

Snap Tells Parents: 
 

 
From Privacy and Safety Hub 
 

 
 
Snap Shows Child: 
 
Pornography performer brags about always wanting to have sex, having sex with a married man whose wife 
is disabled – the interviewers and interviewee proceeded to make a big joke about it. 

 
 
 
Note: All of the following screenshots are what our 14-
year-old accessed with Content Controls turned on by 
the parent account. We would argue the content below 
is EVEN WORSE than the content shared above that 
was accessed without the feature turned on. And of 
course, parents can’t see ANY of the content their child 
is viewing.  
 
All screenshots taken the week of April 17, 2023, a 
month after Content Controls were released. 
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More pornography performers were interviewed, discussing how great it is to sell sex on OnlyFans and then 
using bottles to compare and discuss men’s genitals in explicit detail: 

   
One of countless accounts selling sex: 
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Long video by a woman encouraging viewer to become a topless maid, that they can make a lot of money 
doing so (remember, this is to a theoretical teen). This woman shares that she started prostituting at age 17.  

   
More propaganda about how much money can be made as a stripper and prostituting oneself. 
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Snap Tells Parents: 

 
 
Snap Tells Children: 
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Children can toggle off several settings, in effect making their account quite public. We have asked 
several parents what they think banning public profiles for people under 18 means, and they believed it 
meant their children couldn’t be contacted by strangers – which of course is not the case. And remember, 
Snap tells kids they don’t have to be friends with someone in order to chat. In the Family Center, parents can 
only see who their kids sent a message to – not who has sent a message to their teen. 
 

 
 
Snap gives no indication of how many friends this actually means. Why not? Is one common friend enough 
to have a child be suggested to strangers?  

Also, “in limited instances” suggests there are other instances that a teen would show up as a “suggested 
friend” (other than having (a) mutual friend(s) in common.) What are those other instances?  

Oh, and children are able to toggle on “See Me in Quick Add”  and also  “Snap Map” – which we would 
argue definitely make teens discoverable.   

Family Center is Deeply Flawed and Deceptive 

You can read our more detailed blog outlining the flaws in Family Center, as well as this assessment by the 
Organization for Social Media Safety, Snapchat’s Family Center: A New Talking Point Not a Tool.  

In addition to what has been mentioned earlier in the letter, the following issues are highly problematic. 
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Þ Parents can only see who their child sends a message to. (In testing we conducted in the fall, our kid 
account was able to chat with people they were not friends with and those chats did not show up in 
the Family Center parent dashboard. We shared that with your team. Has that been fixed?) There is 
no indicator that a child has received a message from someone else – that includes bots promoting 
prostitution or people sending sexually explicit images. 

MOST of the time, the names of users did not even show up on our researcher’s parent account. Compare 
the names on the child’s account (left) with what showed up on the Parent’s Account (right):   

 

 

Þ And even when names actually do appear on the parent dashboard, they don’t see the usernames of 
“Friends,” which may give the parents an indication that these are not “friends” they want their kids 
chatting with. 
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Þ And course parents can’t see the content of the Chats, they can’t see Stories or Spotlight, and Snap 
tells parents those are vetted and age-gated…. 

MyAI is Creepy at Best, Dangerous at Worst 

We will not go into all the problems and risks with MyAI – thankfully there’s a flurry of media attention 
around that currently. But we thought we’d share a few of the conversations our fake teen had with MyAI 
from April 19 – 29 (these conversations were after you added so-called safeguards and thrust it onto 
everyone’s accounts without their consent) 

MyAI told our young teen that she is the only one who can decide when she should have sex. US Federal 
law sets the age of consent at 18, and most states have it set at 16 – 18. This advice came after the researcher 
had also told MyAI her parents believe she is too young to have sex. Why is MyAI giving teens advice that 
is illegal and in contradiction to parental guidance? 
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MyAI gives instructions to teen on how to create a second account and lets them know parents will be 
unlikely to find out. While it encourages the teen to not keep secrets, the answer to the main question has 
already been given. 
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When chatting with MyAI asking about safety on Snap, researchers asked about lawsuits, starting with the 
lawsuit brought by parents whose children died in a car crash because they were trying to impress friends 
with the Speed Filter. The researcher then asked about grooming lawsuits (there are several). Interesting 
response: 

 
We believe that Snap is too dangerous for children. Your company has proven to be either incapable 
of or unconcerned about protecting them. We strongly urge you to raise the minimum age for 
Snapchat users to at least the age of 16. Common Sense Media concurs. In addition to this, we recommend 
Snap make the following changes, which we have shared with your team throughout the years: 

1. Automatically block sexually explicit images (especially those sent to minor accounts) and 
accompany them with warnings, resources, and prompts to report, block, and remove such accounts. 
Provide messaging to minors who are about to send nude images about the risks of doing 
so. Bumble and Apple both use technology to proactively blur sexually explicit images before they’re 
viewed and Apple sends warnings, so why can’t Snapchat?  

2. Automatically detect sexually explicit related text, images, and emojis just as Snap is doing for 
drug-related content. As of March 2022, more than 90% of dangerous drug-related content that 
Snap proactively detected using these tools had been removed within a minute. Why can’t the same 
be done for content that may be selling sex, sending sexually explicit content, or asking minors for 
nude images? 

3. Proactively identify, remove, and block accounts and bots that are posting and promoting 
pornographic content and/or selling sex with greater efficiency and proactive measures. 

Though MyAI has been proven by many 
people to lie about various things, looks 
like it got some things right (though 
sextortion and grooming should be added 
to the list) 
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4. Use available technology and blocking patterns to identify “suspicious adults” and further 
prevent them from engaging with minors. This is something Instagram is already doing – is Snap? 
Also, stop suggesting adult accounts to minors. 

5. Expand Family Center functions to allow parents to see what their children are exposed to on 
Stories and Spotlight, and send alerts to parents when their children add or remove friends, settings 
are changed, or sexually explicit images are being sent or received.  

6. Default all minor accounts to the highest safety settings and make all available safety tools (like 
Content Controls) available to all youth. 

7. Provide resources to parents and children (in-app through Here for You and Heads Up as well as 
in the Parent’s Guide) regarding crimes and dangerous trends rampant on Snapchat including 
sexting, sextortion, grooming, child sexual abuse material, sex trafficking, and more.  

In truth, we could continue this letter outlining several more harms and deceptions, add dozens of additional 
screenshots, and provide more recommendations. But we know Snap knows what it is/is not doing and how 
it leaves children open to risk. Unfortunately, many other people don’t. So, while this letter is addressed to 
Snap, we want you to know that its primary purpose is to inform others. We will be sharing this letter with 
Members of Congress and other policymakers here in the US and internationally, with our 50 attorneys 
general, with Snap’s investors, with Apple and Google for Snap’s deceptive app store age ratings and 
description, and with the press and general public – especially parents and young people.  

It's past time your company was brought to account for the extensive harm and trauma it has caused 
countless children around the world.  

Respectfully, 

                     

Patrick Trueman, Esq.    Dawn Hawkins 

President     CEO  

 

Cc: 

Robert Murphy, Co-Founder and Chief Technology Officer 

Jacqueline Beauchere, Global Head of Platform Safety 


